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After two days of competition, several hunter divisions came to a head
Tuesday afternoon to crown champion and reserve champion to the
riders who stood out amongst the field in their respective classes. The
Green Hunter 3'6" division was the first to go in the Dixon Oval.
Coming off Monday's competition that saw Scott Stewart and Nick
Haness grab wins in the two over fences classes, the field of 21
entries entered the ring confidently with high hopes to contend for a
ribbon. Along with the traditional over fences round, Tuesday's 3'6"
class also included the stake round. 

With three different mounts entered in the class, Haness continued his
dominance on the course and displayed unmatched riding form and
communication with each horse. Stewart also continued to show his
comfortability in the 3'6" division, laying effortless rounds that
consistently propelled him to the top of the class. 

As Tuesday's classes came to a close, points were tallied across both
days of competition to determine the overall champion and reserve
champion honors for the division. At the conclusion, it was Scott
Stewart who emerged victorious aboard Sophie Gochman's Colter.
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Green Hunter 3'6" 

Scott Stewart and Colter
Green Hunter 3'6" Champion

Nick Haness and McQueen
Green Hunter 3'6" Reserve Champion

Tuesday, May 30, 2023

Single Horse Carriage Championship

1st: Tara Miliziano & Mills & Sons, Gooch Wagon
2nd: William Vidler & Bolero In Black

Tuesday also saw the championship for the single horse carriage division. In
the single horse classes, a two or four wheeled carriage is pulled by a single
horse. The driver and the horse(s) have to complete three stages: Dressage,
Marathon, and Obstacle Driving. 

Tara Miliziano and Mills & Sons, Gooch Wagon

The pair is no stranger to the hunter ring, coming off several podium finishes at the Winter Equestrian Festival in
Wellington, FL earlier this year. The nine-year-old gelding got some quality experience last year in the 3'3"
division at the Devon Horse Show and was able to use that experience to his advantage this year. Under the
guidance of Stewart, Colter showed off his impressive stride and top-not hunter cadence. 

Stewart on the Devon Horse Show:
"Devon has always been my favorite show and I look forward every year to riding In the Dixon Oval "

Stewart on Colter:
"Colter was purchased last fall for Sophie Gochman to show in the AO division. She has been very

successful  with him and will show on Friday and Saturday here at Devon. "



Tuesday's Jumper competition at the Devon Horse Show
was highlighted by the $38,700 Jet Run Devon Welcome
Stake CSI4*. This was first FEI class of this year's show and
also the biggest class so far with a total of 34 entires ready to
duke it out in the prestigious Dixon Oval. 

As the sun began to set, a beautiful night set the scene for
the talented class. FEI classes allow for international riders to
join the competition, and in this particular class, five different
countries were represented. The field of competitors was put
to the test on the Anderson Lima designed course. Lima, a
well known course designer within FEI show jumping,
challenged the riders to an 11-obstacle, 13-effort track that
featured six oxers, two double combinations, and one over
water jump in the middle of the ring at jump four. 

The class was set to a one round format that put riders on a
race against the clock. The horse-and-rider combination that
could lay a clear round at the fastest time would be crowned
the winner. Renowned showjumper, McLain Ward set the
pace early on with a 58.73 second clear round. He would
eventually be surpassed by several riders and their mounts. 

Alex Matz (USA) and Cashew CR came out on top with the
fastest clear round amongst the group at 56.32 seconds,
securing the blue ribbon. Devin Ryan (USA) and Eddie Blue
took second, while Roberto Teran (COL) and BP Wakita
finished in third. 

1st: Alex Matz & Cashew CR | 2nd: Devin Ryan & Eddie Blue |
 3rd: Roberto Teran & BP Wakita

$38,700 JET RUN DEVON
WELCOME STAKE

Alex Matz and Cashew CR
1st place, $38,700 Jet Run Devon Welcome Stake

Alex Matz and Cashew CR

Devin Ryan and Eddie Blue

Roberto Teran and BP Wakita

The class is judged on the turnout, neatness, and suitability of the horses and carriage. The carriage classes are
historical events set to pay homage to the history of the Devon Horse Show and the driving sport. Since prior to
the Industrial Revolution the horse and buggy represented the primary mode for both public and private
transportation, it is no surprise that driving has established itself as one of the oldest and most popular disciplines
within competitive equestrian sport. Carriage pleasure driving classes pay tribute to this heritage, and the vehicles
used in competition are either actual antique or replica carriages of the day.



for exhibitors at the most prestigious horse shows. Der Dau remains
passionately dedicated to its legacy of producing the finest riding boots.  
Der Dau has incorporated sophisticated innovation to create boots that
consistently meet the functional and design needs of modern
equestrians.

Der Dau was established over 50 years
ago in New York, by master craftsman,
Jose Der. The company built its
exceptional reputation by using the
traditional techniques of master leather
artisans and hands on customer
service. Throughout the decades, Der
Dau, Inc. became a popular destination 

Groom Appreciation
The Devon Horse Show

wants to show their
appreciation for the all the

hard working grooms in our
sport. Without the grooms

keeping the horses in tip top
shape, the show would not be
possible. The life of a groom

is not easy and we
acknowledge all the work they

put in to help these horses
and riders be successful. 

Bark Barn Tours

Family Day
Family Day at the Devon
Horse Show is a special
event for everyone.
Since the horse show
runs along said the
county fair, there are 

The Devon Horse Show offers a unique experience for
fans in attendance to get a behind the scenes look at

the barns. This opportunity is free of charge, and seeks
to give fans a better idea about what goes on beyond
the show ring in the equestrian sport. Every year, the
Devon Horse Show places emphasis on the overall

experience for the athletes and fans, and this is just one
more way they are able to do that. 

vendor spotlight

Daily Events

Tuesday, May 30
Family Day
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What A Good Dog creates an
environment that fosters the opportunity
for dogs to experience positive, fun,
and safe interactions with the WAGD
caregivers and with other canines.
Whether your dog is joining us for a
lesson, staying with us for the day, or
boarding with us overnight, we work
with your dog and you to create the
best experience for your pet. 

Lauracea exists to create quality
products that are classic and timeless -
beautifully crafted from exceptional
materials. Their bags and brand
represent a lasting worth and value.
They first and foremost create a
functional bag, always designed with
clean lines and classic style that has
staying power, made from the highest 

quality craftsmanship. While our bags are timeless and classic, and
made from really beautiful leathers, function is always our baseline.
Their motto is: If the bag is working for you - you don’t notice a thing.

Zest Dressed is a privately owned
boutique with the highest quality items
representing a wide range of styles. After
graduating from Parsons School of
Design, Zest Dressed founder and
designer Mollie Miller worked in trend
forecasting and as an accessory
designer for both major retailers and
smaller brands. 

Her 10+ years of industry experience
motivates her to always put sustainability
first while celebrating the classic
elements of emerging trends. The Zest
Dressed collection is made from recycled
and remnant materials whenever
possible, and always keeps production
local. 

Karma Living is a wholesale company
for home decor. At Karma Living, they
are committed to bringing you the
latest looks and trends in home
fashion. Each of their creations and
collections reflects their mission to
feature beauty and support hand work
worldwide. They are dedicated to 
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engaging the talents of crafters adapting to the environments needs, as
well as preserving tradition and culture in the different corners of the
world. 

many rides and games available for kids and parents
to enjoy together. There  
are several food and
other specials that the
fair offers on family
night as well. It gives
families the opportunity
to experience both the
show and the fair at the
same time. 



Horse Show & Country Fair
For The Benefit of Bryn Mawr Hospital
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For More information on the devon horse show, please visit:
www.devonhorseshow.net


